
By train 
Pavia is served by a train station located in the city center. The station is connected to Milan, Turin, Genoa, 
Venice, Rome, Naples and other Italian and European cities. Travel times vary depending on the departure 
destination. 
You can find the timetables on www.trenitalia.it 
Any train with final destination GENOA, VENTIMIGLIA, SESTRI LEVANTE, LA SPEZIA and VOGHERA will stop 
in Pavia. 
 
By plane 
The nearest airports to Pavia are Milan Linate (EasyJet and several major airlines), Milan Malpensa (EasyJet 
and several major airlines) and Bergamo Orio al Serio (Ryanair). From these airports you can reach Pavia by 
train, bus or taxi. 
 
— From Milan Linate Airport to Pavia: 
Bus to Milan Central Station (Milano Stazione Centrale) (25 minutes, timetables here and here) or taxi (15 
minutes), then trains to Pavia (25-40 minutes, timetables on www.trenitalia.com). 
www.milano-aeroporti.it 
 
— From Milan Malpensa Airport to Pavia: 
Direct trains to Milan Central Station (about 55 minutes, timetables on www.trenitalia.com), then trains to 
Pavia (www.trenitalia.com). 
Trains to Milan Bovisa (every 20 minutes, the journey is about 30 minutes), change at Bovisa Station with 
the S13 train to Pavia (about 55 minutes, timetables on www.trenitalia.com).  
Bus to Milan Central Station (about 1 hour, www.omio.it), then train to Pavia (25-40 minutes, see below 
www.trenitalia.com). 
 
— From Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport to Pavia: 
Bus (about 1 hour, www.terravision.eu) to Milan Central Station, then train to Pavia (www.trenitalia.com). 
It is also possible to take the city bus to Bergamo Train Station, then a train to Milan Lambrate (about 40 
minutes) and change there, taking a train to Pavia (about 20 minutes). 
 
By bus 
Pavia is served by several bus companies that offer connections to nearby cities and towns. The bus station 
is located in Viale Trieste, a short walk from the train station. 
 
By car 
Pavia is located about 35 kilometers south of Milan. To reach the city by car from Milan, you need to take 
the A7 motorway towards Genoa and exit at BEREGUARDO-PAVIA NORD. 
Pavia is also served by the A21 motorway (Turin - Piacenza). The exit for Pavia is CASTEGGIO. 
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